ECHC Volunteer Guide
to the RHCYP

This Guide has been created for ECHC volunteers in the Royal Hospital for Children and
Young People. It contains information about the building and the enhancements ECHC
funded which may help you answer questions from the public. It also contains practical
information such as cleaning, fire and security procedures. If you have any questions
about the contents of this guide please speak to your role manage or the Volunteer
Coordinator.
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About the Building
The building houses the Royal Hospital for Children & Young People including a specialist CAMHS
inpatient department, offices, support services and staff areas. The Department of Clinical
Neurosciences (DCN) on floor 2 cares for adults.
There are five stories high including the helipad. They are themed as:
o

Urban (ground floor)

o

Rural (first)

o

Lochs (second)

o

Mountains (third)

o

Sky (fourth)

A central atrium runs through the building with an entrance at each end. There is also a link
between the A&E department and A&E in the Royal Infirmary.
Some lifts are staff/patient only and others only stop at certain floors so make sure to check if you
need to travel between floors. The lifts located near the shop travel to all areas you are likely to
need as volunteers.

Wards/Departments
All of the wards and departments of the children’s hospital are named after Scottish castles (apart
from The Meadows and Traquair bereavement suites, named after the same areas in the old Sick
Kids hospital).
Ward Name

Formerly

Department

Floor

Dalhousie

Ward 1

Medical inpatient

Third

Lochranza

Ward 2

Haematology/ Oncology

Third

Dunvegan

Ward 3

Surgical Short Stay

Third

Tantallon

Ward 4

Surgical Long Stay

Third

Castle Mey

Ward 6

Acute Receiving Ward

Ground

Borthwick

Ward 7

Neurosciences

Third

Dirleton

PIU

Medical Day Care

Third

Crichton

SAU

Surgical Admissions Unit

First

Kildrummy

N/A

Sleep Lab

Third

Melville

CAMHS Inpatient Unit

Ground

Paediatric Critical Care

Intensive Care

First

Other
The POD

Children’s Outpatient services

Ground Floor

A&E

Emergency Department

Ground Floor

The HUB

ECHC Children’s Wellbeing Service
(formerly Drop In Centre)

Ground Floor, Family Support Corridor

ECHC Offices

Ground Floor, Family Support Corridor

Shop
The ECHC hospital shop is located in the central Atrium of the hospital. With the support of
volunteers, the shop opened in 2020 in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. It was completely
fitted out as a gift in kind by Scotmid and their suppliers.

Art & Therapeutic Design Programme and other ECHC funded enhancements
ECHC recognises the therapeutic value of environment on health, engagement with treatment and
recovery.
ECHC awarded a grant of £3.1milllion towards the £10m integrated art and design programme seen
throughout the hospital. Over 30 artists, makers and designers were involved, delivering over
20 projects.
ECHC believes the programme is the largest healthcare project of its kind in the UK. It has
transformed the clinical environment into a child friendly place, where children and families’
comfort, distraction, and fun are at the forefront of the design.

Atrium
Spine wall - Created by sculptor Peter Marigold and lit by Kevan Shaw Lighting Design who also
created the coloured glass panels in the entrances at each end. Magnified skin from three people –
one is a long-term patient to the children’s hospital, one is a long term member of staff in DCN and
one with a link to CAMHS.
Red and Blue Swirls – Peter Marigold also created the large wall vinyl to the left of the RHCYP
reception – inspired by movements made by a participant and the leader of our Step by Step dance
workshop provided by our Arts Programme.
To create the piece, Evan and Dance Base Instructor Christina wore sensors on their wrists and
ankles which tracked their movements as they danced together. These movements were digitalised
and coloured, then transformed into the beautiful piece of artwork that is now displayed for all to
see on entering the new children’s hospital.
Evan has used the Sick Kids since he was a little boy. His mum tells us:
“Since beginning ECHC’s Step Out dance classes, Evan has come on leaps and bounds. His
movements used to be quite stiff and robotic but now he moves much more fluidly. His balance has
also really improved but where we have seen the biggest changes are in his confidence – it has really
helped to bring him out of himself.”
“Evan is my little miracle. I am so, so proud of everything that he has achieved. He just forgets
everything when he dances and loses all of his anxieties – it’s just wonderful to watch.”
“He was so excited to take part in the making of the
artwork with Christina and thinks the finished piece is
the greatest thing ever. I never realised it would be as
big as it is – it’s absolutely amazing! When he first saw
it, he was so chuffed and wanted to take photos from
every angle. It’s just incredible to think that his artwork
will now be seen by people using the hospital for many
years to come.”

The POD – Outpatients Waiting Area
The Pod is Edinburgh Reimagined and will serve as the main waiting area for around 60,000 children
and young people each year with Outpatients appointments. Appointments range from ENT, physio,
follow-up clinics for example after surgery, condition specific clinics/appointments.
Design – by William and Daniel Warren (brothers), a furniture designer and one is a museum space
designer
Art work - Artwork is by Emily Hogarth from drawings by children. Look out for Edinburgh landmarks
including the castle, Scott Monument, Duglad Stewart Monument, Arthur’s Seat and the old Sick Kids
hospital.
Interactive technology includes - Clock, dragon, rocket, balloons
Hidden Worlds – Designed by Guy Bishop – penguin parade, bagpipe player and Dolly the Sheep are
favourites already. How many can you find?
Augmented reality – dragon, train and birds, aliens
Story benches – including recordings of hospital and ECHC staff!
Deer chairs - a bespoke design. Herds of deer can be found around the Playrooms of the hospital.
Cinema nights - A screen can come down from the central tower structure for cinema nights.

Bedrooms
There are 166 inpatient bedrooms in the children’s hospital (plus day beds and inpatient CAMHS)
60% are single occupancy en suite. The rest are four bed units within wards. Each bed space has
a pull down bed for parents next to the child/young person’s bed so they can sleep close to their
loved one. These beds are made possible by ECHC funding.
ECHC has funded entertainment technology for every bed. This includes a library of specially
commissioned films and content. Technology will allow children and young people to stay linked to
friends and family whilst staying in hospital. We can also live stream ECHC Arts Programme activities
happening in the Pod for those who can’t leave their bed.

Playrooms
The playrooms are funded entirely by ECHC: each ward and department has a playroom enhanced
by ECHC, and all the toys, books and games in the playrooms come from the charity. The cupboards,
known as ‘play stations’ and all the furniture are designed especially for ECHC by the Warren
brothers, William and Daniel, and feature illustrations by artist Emily Hogarth.
Every Playroom and Waiting Area in the hospital would be plain walled with standard seating without
the funding from ECHC.
ECHC is also providing funding for extra hours of the Play Coordinator to support staff in the building
to build an expertise in the digital elements of the hospital.

Therapies
ECHC has funded two rooms with multi-sensory projection equipment to support the activities of the
Allied Health team (physio, Occupational therapy, Speech and Language). They are linked to a system
of apps which are developed specifically for the purposes of strengthening muscles, improving
movement, helping with language. To the child they’re playing an interactive game but they are also
meeting their clinical goals at the same time in a fun way.
Throughout the hospital ECHC has funded over 40 projectors in treatment areas. These have a library
of films and projections which all aim to stimulate, relax or distract depending on what is needed.

Sanctuary & Courtyard
ECHC funded the enhancement of The Sanctuary which includes enhanced design (curved wall),
flooring, bespoke furniture, enhanced colour scheme. This area, the base for Spiritual Care, was
designed by Sue Lawty (who also designed the Royal Infirmary Edinburgh Sanctuary).
The Courtyard includes standing stones, enhanced planting and a labyrinth
reflection/meditation. ECHC fund an annual Memorial Service for hospital families each year

for

ECHC fund the Memory Boxes which the Palliative Care team and family support give to families
facing the loss of a child/ bereaved families. There are around 50 baby/ child/ young person deaths
a year.

Interview Rooms
These are the spaces needed to have private, often difficult, conversations with families. The
environment is vitally important in these circumstances. Without the ECHC funded enhancement
these rooms would be clinical, bare and have standard office furniture. Instead through use of
lighting, natural materials and colour, the rooms create a sense of calm and comfort, without being
memorable.

Radiology
ECHC funded the wall graphics within radiology to create a sense of fun and welcome
There is a ‘Kitten Scanner’. Children going for a Cat Scan can use the smaller Kitten Scanner to scan
some toys before going in for their own scan. This reduces anxiety and reassures the child as to
what is happening.

Emergency Department
ECHC funded the enhancement of the ED Waiting Area including all the ‘play-stations’ which reflect
the design used throughout all play areas in the hospital; the bespoke furniture (including the deer
chairs), wall vinyls and central Edinburgh Airport Traffic Control Tower; and the outside courtyard
area. Funding also extends to the enhancement of the xray base within the ED ward.

Critical Care
ECHC has funded a number of initiatives for Critical Care:
The sims – lifelike dummies which are used to simulate real life emergency situations to train
staff. There are a baby, child and teenager sim and these are used in all settings in the hospital, as
well as a simulated emergency in MRI (a highly challenging training situation) and out across Scotland
to simulate retrieval scenarios.
Global Brain Trauma Study – this world first is being led by one of the Consultants here in the hospital
and ECHC part funds this. The study aims to create technology and use data to improve the outcomes
of children and young people who have experienced brain trauma.
Distractions and Comfort – creating atmosphere for children in critical care is important for both them
and their families as Critical care is one of the most clinical environments with lots of machines. ECHC
funds sensory bedside equipment and music sessions for children.

Melville Unit - Children & Young People’s Mental Health Service (CAMHS)
ECHC contributed funding to The Melville Unit to enhance the communal sitting and dining areas, all
12 bedrooms, and the two courtyards. Enhancements will help children feel valued, reduce stigma,
bring increased comfort.
ECHC are the only organisation in the UK who deliver a weekly arts programme in a CAMHS
setting. This has included using song writing, poetry, music and painting to encourage children and
young people to open up. Additionally, ECHC funds a weekly programme of Arts Therapies delivered
by NHS Lothian, the first time this has happened in a CAMHS setting.
Early intervention – ECHC has funded a number of early intervention projects through our Grants
Programme including:
 A three-year pilot project to improve life outcomes for children and young people with
epilepsy by reducing their need for CAMHS support in later years
 A project to encourage young people to undertake volunteering opportunities
 A project to encourage children and young people to engage with the outdoors and build
confidence, resilience and team-work
 Sensory toolkits for children using CAMHS

Child Protection Unit
There is a Child Protection Unit in the hospital which has been enhanced by ECHC funding. NSPCC
research highlighted that one of the worst parts of the examination process for children was waiting
for their appointment to start. The enhancement has therefore included a distraction pillar which
can play music through headphones, has soft lighting and incorporates a tablet for distraction.

Volunteering in the RHCYP – practical information
The following pages contain some practical information which you may find useful when
volunteering in the RHCYP. It should be used in conjunction with information received in your
Volunteer Induction, Building Induction and any role specific training.

ECHC Rooms/Offices/Spaces
ECHC has an Occupancy Agreement with NHS Lothian to use the following rooms within RHCYP.
The Hub - Kitchen/ Lounge
G-K1-017

Ext: N/A
Tel: N/A

Public space

The Hub – Playroom
G-K1-016

Ext: 50367
Tel: 0131 312 0367

Public space

The Hub – Office
G-K1-024

Ext: 50169
Tel: 0131 312 0169

ECHC staff use only

The Hub Courtyard

Outdoors

For Hub visitors only

The above areas (in non-covid restrictions) are all accessible by the public during the hours of 9am
until 8pm. Outside of these hours the area is locked and alarmed but can be accessed by a staff security
pass/ door keys once you’ve asked security to switch off the corridor alarm. During the current covid19 restrictions, there should be no members of the public in this area unless accompanied by a
member of staff eg a tour visitor.
In this public area, there is also an accessible toilet (G-K1-025) which is for visitor use.
Further ECHC Office space and a store room are located in the Family Support corridor beyond the
double doors (outside the Hub office). This is only accessible by security pass ie it is not an area open
to the public.
Never give your security pass to anyone else to use. If you lose your pass, you should report this to
your line manager as soon as possible. Security will disable this misplaced card and issue a
replacement.

The Hub
Wifi and licences
ECHC has wi-fi in the Family Support Corridor but access to this is strictly for ECHC staff only. The
password for the ECHC wi-fi must never be given out to anyone including visitors to ECHC or The Hub.
NHS Lothian provides guest wi-fi which should be used by visitors. There is an ECHC wi-fi signal booster
in the Hub which should not be switched off.
NHS has a TV license which allows TV to be watched in The Hub by visitors. The hospital has special
dispensation in relation to royalties and copyright for music, and so music can be played in The Hub
too.
Kitchen
There is a special allowance for The Hub to have a microwave so that staff and visitors can heat up
their meals. This is not available for non-ECHC staff working in the Family Support Corridor. Staff
microwaves are available in the beverage bay on floor two. No kettles, toasters or any other heating/
cooking appliances are allowed to be brought into the hospital. A hot and cold water tap is provided
for beverages.
The Hub fridge is for storing ECHC staff and volunteer (non-shop) lunches and milk; or for visitors
bringing baby food/milk. It is not for the use of non-ECHC staff. They should use the pantry facilities
in the Family Support Corridor. The Hub milk is supplied by the ECHC Shop.
Shop volunteers have access to the staff room located on the ground floor (next to the café in the
Atrium).
Courtyard
The Hub courtyard area is for the use of visitors to the Hub only.
The courtyard is strictly a no-smoking area and signage will be added to this area to that effect. You
must ask anyone smoking in this area to stop. If you have any difficulties (eg someone refuses to stop
smoking) then you contact the hospital security team on 50001 (0131 312 0001)

Repairs and Cleaning
Repairs and building issues:
Any issues with the ‘hard’ facilities of the building eg
windows, lighting, temperature, damage or repairs
should be logged with the Bouygues Help Desk –
telephone 01245 516000 or 75890 or by email
rhcypdcn.helpdesk@bouygues-es.co.uk. When you log
your issue, you should give the room number.
Everywhere in the hospital, room numbers are found on
the upper right hand corner of the door (picture below).
In the Family Support corridor, they all start G-K1-xx. See
Appendix 2 (p13) for more information on reporting
repairs.

Cleaning, spillages etc:
NHSL Domestics will empty bins and clean floors in the corridor, Hub, offices and rooms on a daily
basis. If you discover spillage or mess, you can contact domestics to come and clean this. If you are
there at the time that something is spilled then it is your responsibility to clean it.
In the case of a spillage being bodily fluids (eg a child is sick) and you are there at the time it happens,
then it is your responsibility to clean it up. The Hub staff are all trained in how to clean up such spillage,
using the correct PPE and chlorclean. If they are not available, then please notify Outpatients (Ground
Floor Extensions: 50200, 50202, First Floor Extensions: 50311) that you require assistance. If you
discover a spillage that may be bodily fluids but you did not witness it happen, then you contact NHSL
FM Helpdesk, ext 33333 option 2 (Domestics).

Security
If you have any concerns about security, you should contact the 24/7 security team on extension
50001 (0131 312 0001).
There is a panic alarm fitted in the Hub Lounge, The
Hub Playroom, in the Complementary Therapy Room
and in the Interview Rooms (picture below). Security
will respond to this being triggered but so should
anyone working in the corridor. If the alarm is
triggered accidentally then ECHC has a re-set key in
the Hub Office. This should be operated by a
member of ECHC staff and returned to the safe.
Alarms should only be re-set once it is absolutely
clear that no one is in danger.
Staff & Volunteers should follow lone working policy and procedures. (The policy is currently under
review and will be issued soon).

Porters
Porters can help with the moving of heavy items to and from the corridor. They can provide cages for
the safe transit of numerous items.
Provided on a 24/7 basis by the Logistics Department with core hours between 0800 – 2000hrs. All
requests should be made via the NHSL Facilities Helpdesk, ext 33333.

Medical Emergencies
If anyone should collapse or require immediate medical attention then you must follow the hospital
emergency procedure (included at the end of this guide).

Fire Evacuation
You must sign in and out of the building using the red ECHC folder at front reception. All staff,
volunteers and visitors on ECHC business should sign in and out. Shop staff or volunteers will collect
this red folder as they evacuate so a roll-call can be completed at the muster point.
If you hear a fire alarm, you should prepare for evacuation but not leave until the alarm becomes one
long persistent sound.
If you are in The Hub or Family Support Corridor, you must evacuate through either the fire doors at
the Hub (follow the green running man signs within the department) or via the doors through the
dental department. Our muster point is at the front of the building (clear of the front door).
If you are in the shop, you should evacuate through the front doors. The shop shutter will close
automatically so you must use the fire exit door and not exit under the shutter. The red ECHC signingin folder should be picked up on the way out.
If there are still staff working in the support corridor after the shop closes, the ECHC signing-in folder
should be taken by the shop team to the Hub. It is then the responsibility of the ECHC staff members
working in the family support corridor to pick up the folder on the way out in the event of a fire alarm.
The signing-in folder should also be taken back out to the front reception when leaving for the day.
If you are elsewhere in the building (for example, on a ward) you follow the instructions of the senior
charge nurse. Evacuation is likely to be into another ward area and not out of the building.

APPENDIX 1: Flowchart for Emergencies in RHCYP

APPENDIX 2 – REPORTING FAULTS

